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Abstract 

Pooling of costs and revenues is commonly practised by public utilities, and by other firms 
exercising a degree of market power. In thls paper, a vanety of explanations of pooling .ar¢ 

considered. A new explanation based on the concept of common property, is advanced. The costs of 
pooling are assessed, and some alternatives to pooling are considered. 



POOLING 

Introduction 

Thcpractice of pooling is both widespread and poorly understood. Cost pooling occurs in a 
wide tange of contexts. While it is surprisingly difficulttopro-.ideaprecise definition, 'COSt. pooling 
may be said tQinvolvethe provision of a range of different services.at a common pricccalculated to 

cover average costs. Revenue poolingarises~uendyin ruml industries characterised by marketing 
boards with powers of compulsory acquisition. Once again, definitional issues are fairly complex.. 

A number ofdiff$nt interpretations of pooling are possible. Writersinclud.{ng ThOIllSOD and 
Walsb (1981) have analysed pooling ammgements as a purely redistributive device adopted by gov
eml11ents. A second group of explanations are based on the assumption that the organisation. has 
operational independence and seeks to maximise its own objective function. In the case of private 
finn~ the objtctiveis profit-maximisation and the aMlysis treats pooling as. a variant of price dis .. 
crimination .. A closely related approach, based on Niskanents (1968) model of bureaucracy, may be 

appledto public utilities with objectives such as output maximisation. A third .explanation is based on 
the transactions costs associated with charging different prices to different ')nsumers. Finally, ~nt 
developments in the theory of sustainable monopoly raise the possibility of an efficiency-based justi
fication for pooling. In this paper. all of these approaches are di'icussed, and it is argued that none of 
them provide an adequate account of pooling. 

A new analysis will be advanced. in which consumers rather than owners, management or 
governments exercise effective control, or at least veto powers, over the (nms pricing and production 
policy. This analysis is referred to as a 'common propeny' model following the work of Quiggin 
(1983, 1988a). It is argued that pooling may be understood as a devic\~ for securing unanimous 
agreement to the adoption of cost-minimising production techniques. 

A secondary but still important, aspect of the paper is an assessment of the costs. in tenns of the 
efficiency criterion, associated with pooling. It is argued that in a number of imponant cases, the 
costs associated with pooling between geographically disparate consumers may be quite small, 
particularly in relation to the transfers involved. The case of grain handling is used as an example. 

Cost and revenue pooling 

Cost pooling is typically defined as a practice whereby iow-cost consumers subsidise high-cost 
consumers through the payment of a uniform price. This defmition focuses attention on the distribu
tional aspects of pooiing, but in other respects it is not very useful as a basis for analysis. It is more 
fruitful to conside.r pooling as a pricing policy for multi-product fmns. On this interpretation the 



products supplied to high..cost and low-cost consumers must be differentiated in some fashion. 
Otherwise, there would be no difference in the cost of service. 

The most common fann of pooling arises with products differentiated by place of delivery, as 
in th~ case where public utilities subsidise rural consumers at the expense of urban ones. Such 
'geograpbical' pooling is used uthe basis of pricing for a number of public utilities, and is of partic
ular relevance to the rural sector since many utilities pool costs betwtcn urban and rural U$Crs or 
among geographically disparatcrural users. Important eumpJes of the former practice are Telecom 
artd electricity authorities, while the latter is exemplified by the pricing policies of public authorities 
associated with the processing of tUml commodities. An example which will be examined in the pre
sent paper is the handling and transport of grain .. 

Pooling of this kind is Dot confined to public utilities, however.. Consider, for example, the 
case of supermarkets which ofter free delivery.. The cost of delivery varies among consumers, 
broadly speaking according to the distance between the supermarkt:tand their homes. MoreovCf, 
some customers will not choose to avail themselves of the services. Nevertheless, all consumers bear 
the cost of delivery in the (orm of higber prices. Thus, thcprovision of free delivery isa form of 
pooling" Among other thingslI this implies that they must possess some degree of local market 
power. since, otherwise, consumeS'S who placed a low value on free deliveryzervices would shop 
elsewhere. 

A more sut-' Je case of pooling arises when each conS"',uner is suppliedwitb a slightly different 
good or service. In this case, there nrc commonly economies associated with hign .. volume can .. 
sumers. These economies usually result from fixed costs associated with taking on additional con
sumer (that is producing the differcntiatedproduct 8SSOf..iated with that consumer). The largertbc vol
ume of consumption by a given consumer, the lower tbe levd of average costs. Cost pooUng arises 
when this reduction of average costs is not reflected in corresponding volu:ne discounts.. 

Telepbone s....-rvi.ccs are a notable example. There are a range of fuced costs associated with 

connecting new subscribers and maintaining their service. If charges are based purely on the number 
of calls made, then subscribers who make few calls will, in effect, be subsidised by those who make 
large numbers of calls. 

Finally, pooling may occur when costs vary according to the time at which the good or service 
is supplied. Many public utilities are subjcct to peak-load problems and these may not be reflected in 
charges. On the other band, costs may be higb at times when volumes are low. For example. Jate 
night bus services frequently involve a much higher cost per passenger than do peak hour services. 

Two main fonns of revenue pooling may be clistinguisbed. First, there is the case where rev
enue from a high .. priced (normally controlled by means of a quota system or a monopoly marketing 
boards) market is pooled with revenue from a low priced madc:et. Second, there is the case where 
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produc.ers .are paid aretum which does not take account of ~ualir/ characteristics which aff~ the 
u1timate~etvalucoftheir output. 

1:&e flfStCase wiUnot be treated in detail here. In this case, pooling is typically a subsidiary 
element of a policy in which the crucial feature is the existence of the high"pricetWUket Important 
cases aretltc domestic market in the case of home consumption price schemes and the fIuidmilk 
marketm the dairy .industry. The effect of pooling in a policy of this kind is to dissipate the 
monopoly ,rent extracted from the higb-price marke~ by generating production in excess of the 
amaun' where marginateosts equal the price obtainable in the low-price market. Thc$tandard 
(second~oost) policy option is thcimposition of production controls aimed at testricting production to 

tha.t prevailing in the discriminating monopoly solution. Unlike the other cases discussed bere. the 
commodity is normally of unifonn quality and producers differ primarily in their 1~ga1 rights of access 
to the bigh-priced market. Some aspects of this type of pooling may, however provide .U$efulin .. 
mgbts into the forees bebind the emergence of more general cost andtevenuepoonng~ 

The second case is conceptually fairly similar to cost pooling an.1 indeed. it is not always possi ... 

ble to distinguish the two.. FOt example. consider the situation where the same net tetum is paid to 
graingrowers regardless of the bandling costs they incur. This may be viewed either as cost pooling 
(tteatinggrain handling as a service provided to growers before their grain is ultimately sold) or as 
revenue pooling (treating grain as a commodity differentiated by time and place of delivery as weUas 
by quality characteristics). Explanations of pooling w.11 display a similar duality. For example. an 
explanation of cost pooling in terms of monopoly will Ct ~spond naturally to an explanation of rev .. 
enue pooling based on mnnopsony. 

This duality will be exploited in the present paper. Rtu..~~ than presenting parallel analyses of 
cost and revenUe pooling, the choice of focus will be dictated by the simplicity of the resulting analy
sis. Questions focusing on the organisation of the firm or public authority practising pooling will be 
treated primarily in terms of cost pooling. This permits the employment, in a natural way, of a range 
of conditions on cost functions and the analysis of their implications for market sttuctun:. There have 
been a number of important developments in this area, particularly associated with the work of 
Baumol, Panzar and Willig (1982). By contrast, questions relating to the implications of pooling for 
farm-level production decisions will be treated in terms of revenue pooling. 
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CostCondltWnsand M4Tket StrUctUre 

Intbis secti()tt some conditiortson ~ts· for multi-i,lUtput flnnswlUbedefmed.m an cases, 
analogous definitions can be·made for .tben¢t~venlle obtfiined by amar~tingauthority dealing with 
a range of P'f04\lcts~ 

(1) 

Detinetbe feasible production sctbytbe CQndltion 

P(J;J,X2, •••• ~ "n.Yl.Y2 •• ·Ylll):':; 0 

whercF:~ ..... 91. isa produciion t\1n~on; 
y= (Yl.Y2 ... ym> is 11 vector of outputs; .&mJ 
x =: (~hx2~ ••••• xn). is a vector of inputs. 

Given a production function, P,and a vector of input prices c -:;: (cI, c2 ..... cn), the cost 

t\ulction c. 9tm x9tn .o..+9t is defined as 

(2) 
n 

C(y;c)- (min~. CiXj: F(y;x) =o} 
i:i 

That is, the cost function is the minimum cost of producing a given output y at the input price 
vector c. For the remainder ·of this pa~, input prices are assumed fIXed. so that we ,,1eal with a 
functi(m C:9tDJ -+ 9t and can simply refer to C(y> for any output vector y. 

The cost function is said to be symmetric if, for any permutation of the Yi' the total oost C is 

constant. In particular 

(3) C(Yl'~Y24U fi' .... Yj'u"Yn) = C(Yt'Y26U Yj'''' yi' .... yn) for all iJ. 
it 

A symmetric function is said to be additive if its value depends oniy on L Yi. In this case, the diff .. 
i=1 

erent outputs are perfect substitutes in production, though they will not, in general, be perfect suooti .. 
tutes in consumption. An example would occur if a good was produced at a single central location 
and then shipped to a set of n points equidistant from that location. This defines a set of n goods 

differentiated. in space by the point of delivery t but the total cost of production depends only on the 
total amount produced. It is an obvious generalisation of this case to consider the situation where the 
delivery points rue not equidistant from the point of production. In this case, the cost function takes 
thefonn 

n n 
(4) C(y) = Cl ( .t Yi) + .1: ki Yi 

1=1 1=1 

where Cl represents the cost function for the eentrallocation and ki is the cost of transporting one unit 
of the good to point i. This cost function also applies to the case of an organisation producing a good 
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··Qr serviccs uta nuntbetot points,witb. central ovcrhr..ads ,dependent on die level of total costs and 
ptQduction 4teachpoint,subject:tO CQtl$tantte.bml$ to seaIo\Vith differentaverase cOSt l~el$. An 
analogc)Us definition would apptflOthenetnwen~ obtained by an organisation madteting 11 range of 
commoditiC$ witb constant, .unit·prcmiUtn$.reflecting quality diff~s. 

P()O~g is frequently USQCiatedwithmonopoly, 1Uldtloc ot the most important quesnons.here 
is the idea, of natural monopoly, baJed on the w$tenceof si1.eeconomies~ Before discussing natund 
~n()PQly!! 'i~isnecC$s~to give! rigorous fonn to the notion ~a of size economies. psing the 
conceptofsubadditivity, developed 'by Baumol,PanzarandWiUig(1982).Let ,It ..,2, .u 1ft be 
possible output veetors. The cost function is said to besubadditive trfor all y1 $I ;., ••• yn 

k k. 
(5) C(Y. yl) < <t C(yi) 

r:i 1=1 

Baumol , P$lzar and Willig (1982) defme SIt. industry as a natural monopoly where the cost 
funcnon is globally subadditive. A natural moncpo~y is an industty in which the rust-best social 
OpthnUUi involves a single prQdu<:et. sctting price equal b: !!UU"ginal cost.. Two major difficulties 8l'C 

likely to prevent this desirable outcome from occurring. 
The (U'S! istbe fact that the elistenceof natural tnOnopoly impliestbat marginal costs must be 

less than average costs. Thus, tnallinal cost pricing implies that the finn must make a loss. In the 
presenc~ of a costless source of revenue (such asa lump-sum taX), the socially optimal course would 
be the provision of a suitable subsidy from general revenue to ensure that the fum set prices equal to 
marginal cost. However. such costless revenue sources me not normally available. 

The second problem arises from one of the most surprising results associated with the .recent 
·uprising in the theory of industrial organization' (Baumol 1982). This concerns the case of non .. 
sustainable natural monopoly. In this case, monopoly is cheapest method. of supplying all markets. 
but there is no sustainable price vector which covers average costs. That is, at any price vector which 
permits a single firm to meet aU the demand for the relevant commodities and still cover average costs. 
it will be profitable for an entrant to produce an amount meeting only part of the demand. In the 
multi .. product case, it is possibJe that production costs are lowest when all products are produced by a 
single rum, but that an entrant can profitably 'cream off the market for a single product. E.xamples 
of non-sustainable natural monopoly arc given by Sbarkey (1982). 

These problems complicate the defutition and analysis of pooling. since it is difficult to establish 
a base against which pooled prices can be compared. 

Definition of Pooling 

No simple and completely satisfactory definition of cost (or revenue) pooling is possible. The 

general notion is that goods with different production costs are sold at the same unit price. There are 
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t\V() 1mmediauepo$SibUiti~$ fQr JDaldn, this definition ·nxne exact. The first is that pOOling involves 
unUonu prices with. diffetenttnarginalcost$.of supply. Thisisan.'inadequEltc definition beca~ it is 
both ,toQbmad ,andtoon-.row. It is too!1atrC)w :bc.cause it .e~cludestbe imPOrtant. case where 
mar~tU cOsts 'areequalbut tetUn1$ on SOlnCpJQ(IuCt$ am· too low to covet·COStS of produCtion:lllis 
tnightapply, for~~ple,inth~ case Qf tel~phon¢$eiMce~ 0iJ· tho·odtet~, it tnay beteg~ as 
too ~ becau$CQf the ituplicit assur,nptiontbat ~ cost pricingistbeapproprilltC benclunadc 
for tlficicncy.Ifscalc econ<lmies~van, marginal cost prices will not cover costs and will nQtnec
essatily bccfficientin~ ~·of acost1ess~ 'Qf1'CVeDUC such 8$4 lurnp-sum~ 

A SCCQooaltemative is to define poolingasinvolvfug ·uniformprices with different ayerage 
costs of SUpply .. However. avetage CQ$t$ are gencraUynotartappropriatebenchmatkfor pricing. In 
general, the DlO$t efficient prices wlUchacbieve, given degree of C()st reco~ ~. theRarn$ey prices 
derived fmrnRtUnsey's (192.7) theory of optUnal taxadon. Using thestandmtl criterion ofmininUsing 
the loss of consumer smplus. it may be sbown (Sharkey 1982. p.Sl) lhat, QSumingdemands for: the 
different products are·indep;ndent, the optimal set or prices,. subject to the requiternentthat revenue 
should coyetaverage OOSlS,is Jiven by 

(6) Pi ... dC/a» = .. !. i a: l~.n 
Pi 1U 

whete, Pi is the price of output it Tti is the clusdcity of demand for OUtput it and k isa propor
tionality constant wbich determines the proportion of total costs wbicb are recovered. Ramsey pric
ing depends on nwginal costs and elasticity of demand. Because of the introduction of conditions of 
demand as wen as cost it seems' inappropriate to use divergences from Ramsey pricing as a criterion 
for cost pooling. 

For the purposes of .this paper, the broadest possible defmition of pooling, subject to the res .. 
triction that only cost conditions should be considered. will be adopted. Cost pooling will be dcfmed 
to occur whenever 

(i) the same unit price is charged for goods l..n 
(il) the finn's cost function is not symmetric in goods 1 .• n 
Similarly t revenue pooling will be defined to occur when the revenue function is not symmetric 

in the different goods but all producers receive the same unit return. 

Pat'ticular attention win be paid to the case where the cost function is of the fonn (4) and prices 
are set so as to achieve cost recovery. The unit price in this case will be 

n n _ 
(7) P == Cl ( t Yi) I ( I Yi) + k 

i=l i:::l 

where 
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(8) 
_ n n 
k= .~. toy. l( ~Y'\ 

"~l. l, I ,.,w. 1 11 
1=' 1= 

Using this formulation, it i$ possible to ~rlve simple estimates of the divergence ~tween p<Xlled 
prices and prices based on average ottrUUJinal costs, 'and h¢ncc of the efficiency CQsts ·of pooling. 

In ,some caseS, partial cost+pooling may be said to occur. However, this is very difficult to 

d~fine. In the case wberetbe cost function is of the fonn (4) bowever an obvious form of partial 
pooling arises when 

(9) 

Resource allo,cation effects of [J<Joling 

In this section. tberesourceallocation effects of pooling of net returns will be considered. As 
noted above. this type of pooling may be mse either because of pooling of revenue from final mar
kets or because of pooling of handling costs. The model presented here refers to cost and revenue 
pooling in the handling of grain, but could clearly be applied to analogous cases of pooling in other 
industries. 

It is necessary to characterise grain not merely by quality, but also by time and place of deliv
ery. Suppose that there are R grades of wheat, j=1..R, S delivery points k ::: 1. .• S , T delivery times 
t = 1 •. T and N fanners i = L.N. Then the output of farm~ i may be represented as a vector, • Let p 
denote the vector of unit returns (net of handling costs) payable to farmers. Given a production func
tion Fi<1, x), where x represents the least cost vector of on .. fann inputs the fanners problem may be 
written 

(10) 

(11) 

yielding the necessary conditions 

PjktYijkt .. A aFi/aYljkt = 0 

C - A aFi/a" == 0 

In order to estimate the effects of pooling using this general model, it is necessary to obtain a 
large number of cross-elasticities of supply. A more tractable model may be obtained using the fol-
lowing special assumption on the cost function 

(12) 

where 
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It S T 
Yi ;:: L I I Yljkt (total output of grain) 

jet kal ltal 
S T 

Yij = I 1: Yijkt(tota! output of grain of grade j) 
pI tal 
it T 

Yit = I I Yijkt (total output of grain at point k) 
;'1 fII:ll 
It S 

Yit =! I Yijkt (total OQtput of grain at time t) 
pI k=l 

The crucial assumption here is that there is no interaction between the different elements of grain 

typ¢ ... grade. delivery point and delivery time. This implies that each fanner will select a single grain 

type that which maximises the net premium 

(13) 

(14) 

'it =: Pijle -Sij .. One· Sit 

and the farmers output is determined by the condition 

This model may be extended in a straighforwatd fashion to cover the case when grain quality is 
uncertain. depending on interaction between fanner decisions and random climatic "nriables~ In this 
case, the output quantity yjlct may be interpreted as the output from a particular productive process j. j 
:;:: 1 ... R. receiving a random price Pijk(6) where e is a random variable representing climate. 

Assuming risk .. neutralityl, condition (7) will follow with Pijk replaced by E[Pijk1 .. 
Now consider the implications of introducing. or removing pooling~ Suppose that a particular 

price Pijk falls as a result. The resulting reduction in supply of grain of type (iJ,k) will have two 
components. First, all fanners producing this type of grain will reduce their output to a level where 
condition (8) is once again fulfilled. (In some cases, this will be the only eff.~t. This would apply, 
in particular, to cost pooling between grain handling services in widely separated regions. This is the 
case examined by Spriggs, Oeldard. Gerardi and Treadwell 1987). 

Given the assumptions presented above, this response will be exactly equal to that associated 
with a unifonn fall in the price of all types of grain. Assuming that the appropriate aggregation comli· 
tions hold, it can, therefore, be detennined by reference to the aggregafe elasticity of wheat supply. 
In some cases a more accurate indication may be obtained. For example, if pooling de:pends on place 
of delivery, then regional supply elasticities will be relevant. In this situation, the elasticity of demand 
for the relevant service will depend solely on the elasticity of supply of wheat. 

1 This assumption is stronger than is required. It is sufficient to assume that the marginal risk associated with 

each of Lie possible production activities is the same. 
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The e,ffioien¢y 10$~ anSQCiated with this ~p¢C~of:pooUn8.~ybe examin~ using the welfare· 
trianglo m~dtod developed by FI3r~ger (1954) •. Reg~g pooling as a tax on one type gf grain 
counterbalanced by a subsidy Qnanother. AssunlinS ,competitiv~Iydetennined supply and ~mand 
func~'()ns,il is pos$iblc 10 dnlwthc .$UUldard ~ ditlgram tQ detennin~ thecompetilive market pri~ 
and then consider the welfare CO$ts. meMuted in terms ()fconmtmet and producetst,1.rplus. ofllsay" a 
tax on consumers"Th~s welfare loss may ~~stimate4by 

OS) 

Lis the w~~ los$, expressed,$ a propQ11ion of total revenue PQ; 
t is the tax tate,e1tpressOOas a proportion of the price; and 
s, is 'the elasticity ofdenmnd (Mrmalised to ~ positive). 

The crocia1 requirement is me e$umation of the elasticity of demand for handling and marketing 
services. Let Ps be the price pt'i tonne of grain at the fann .. gate_ net of inspection fiCrvices, let Ci be 
the handling charge and let the quantity t)f grain supplied in a given region be Q. Then the elasticity 
of demand for inspection services is the same as the el.:sticity of Q with respect to Cj which is given 
by 

(16) 

so that 

(17) en = (c/pg) eg 

where Eb is the elasticity of demand for the service£g is the elasticity of supply of wheat, c is 

the charge for the service and pg is the price uf wheat at the fann gate. If the cost of providing one 
service is c(l+6) and the cost of another is c{l-e), then the model of pooling as a combined tax-

subsidy may be applied~ The same analysis could be applied to a large class of services with a 10 per 
cent coefficient of variation in costs. Combining (15) and (17), the estimated net welfare loss. 
expressed as a percentage of the cost of the setvic-e, is 

(18) L = £g a2 ( c/pg) 

Vincent, Powell and Dixon (1982, p.223) estlmate of the elasticity of supply of wheat at 0.8. 
Suppose that c/Pg = 0.1 and e :: 0.2 (this implies that one service is 50 per cent more expensive than 

the other). Then the total net loss is 0.32 per cent of the total cost of tt'1e 8efVice, or 0.032 per cent of 
the total value of the wheat crop. At a wheat price of $100 per tonne this is equivalent to a loss of 
$0.03 per tonne. 
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This is aS11laUfi~ (abou~ f'480 000 fQr a crop of 15tnillion tonnes). The qucstionthen 
lUises as to why 'm~ i"u-st UlOve away fnnl1C()st pooling taken by the AU$tl1ili~ WbCl~t industry w~ t() 
1"e$llOve pooling betw~'~n states. Altbougb the cfficiencyconsequences of this step may not be large, 
the disttibutionaleffect.·$ are·su'sfantial. If me 10 per cent distortion referred tQ above applied to the 
avmgecosts of tWo utates~ with an oUl\lut of S million tonnes each. tbenthe lQw,.cost state would be 
losing $1.50 per tOnne. ot $7.5 lIt pet annum,. as a result of pooling. 

Thus, it is necesmuy to ~xatnine the entire distribution of gains and losses rather than simply the 
net efficiency effects. This:maiysis may be assisted using an approach developed in Quiggin 
(l98gb). A measure of costliness is proposed, based on the ratio of the net socia11x:nefit to the gross 
benefits. Suppose there is a ~t Z of possible decisions, including a 'status qU(Jt decision 2{). If a 
given decision z yields gains of ~ toindiv!dual i relative tQ 2"(), then the nc:t benefits are given by 

N(z) = ~ 8i(z) and the gross benefits by O(z) ;:: Ej max (8i(Z). 0). The ratio NJ(j is 1 for a Pareto 

improvement and 0 for a zero-sum redistribution. For decisions which yield posidve net gains over .. 
all. but involve losses for some peQple. N/G will lie between 0 and 1. The measUl(~ is not very useful 
when N is negative, but this can always be avoided by an appropriate choice of Z(). 

In the example given here, the ratio N/O is apprommately 0.06, so that the eff~.c' ~f the shift is 
far closer to a pure redistribution than to a Pareto improvement. It seems reasonab1~ to conclude that 
the maintenance or removal of pooling in cases of this kind reflects ethical attitudc!i and the distribu
tion of political power rather than judgements c:onceming economic efficiency H 

In addition to effects dependent on own-price supply elasticity, a reduction in price will have 
efficiency effects because some farmers will switch out of the production of type (iJ,k) into some 
other type. A converse analysis applies to a price increase. Thus when pooling between two or more 
types is introduced (or removed) the supply response will involve both a shift of aggregate supply 
from farmers who produce the types which fall in price to those who produce the types which 
increase in price and a shift of some farmers from the first category to the second. 

This second effect is likely to be much more significant. This is a reflf!Ction of the more general 
point that a distortion affecting the rel~tive prices of commodities which are close flubstitutes in pro
duction or consumption is likely to be much more costly than one affecting goods with little cross· 
substitution (Dixon 1978). Conversely, a tax, subsidy or tariff with a uniform im:idence across a 
range of close substitutes is likely to yield significant transfer effects with a relatively low deadweight 
cost (Quiggin 1980). 

The extent of the second type of supply response will depend on the variation between fanners 
in the values of the relevant a's. The value of a is likely to be fairly high for differences in place of 

delivery since me point of production for fanners is fixed and costs of transport from fann to receival 
point are high in relation to processing costs. Nevertheless, within a suitable radius farmers may 
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have a choice of receival points with varying marginal costs and there will be an efficiency loss asso
ciated with pooling. An arithmetic illustration of the loss may be given as follows. 

Suppose two receival points are SO Jan apart and : ..... nlS are uniformly distributed along the 

interval between them. Suppose further that each site is subject to constant marginal costs and that 

these are $1 higher at site A than at siteBan assume that the marginal cost of transport is $0.125 per 
tonne km. Thus the most cost-effective solution is for farmers lesS than 17 km from site A to deliver 
to that site and all others to deliver to site B. Under pooling, all those less than 2S Ian from site A 

will deliver to that site. The average social loss associated with deliveries to the 'wrong' site is $0.50 
per tonne. Since these represent 8/50=16 per cent of total deliveries, the avemge social loss RcrosS 
all deliveries i8$0.08 per tonne. Broadly speaking this loss will increase with the square of the 

divergence in costs. However, the assumption of constant marginal costs is crucial. If marginal 
costs are rising at both sites. then the social cost of pooling win be considerably lower. 

The value of a is likely to be comparatively small for changes in grain quality. Fanners have a 

fair amount of choice in the cutlivar produced. In addition, there are a number of quality factors such 
as grain moisture content which may be directly influenced by fann management decisions .. Indeed, 
the present system of payment contains perverse incentives to increase moisture content to the maxi ... 

mum allowable level The introduction of additional segregations is likely to lead to a significant 

supply response as fanners switch from gtades which fall in price relative to available alternatives. 

Time of delivery may be altered either by cropping and harvesting decisions or by on .. farm 

storage" Variations in delivery time may yield cost savings by reducing queuing times at grain 
receival points.. This iss~ is examined in detail in Quiggin and Fisher (19B7). 

For the PUl'pose of analysing distributional effects, fanners may be divided into three groups. 

Firs~ there are those who continue to produce the categories which fall in price. These suffer a loss of 
== APijkt(yj - l/20y{C)Pijkt). Those who initially produced typ<,~ which rose in price will make a cor .. 

responding gain. The outcome for those who shift between the two categories will lie somewhere 

between the two. Under plausible conditions, the gains/losses for this group will be uniformly dis

tributed about the median gain. 

Thus, the variance of gains Oosses) will be greatest in the situation where very few farm~s alter 

the type of grain which they produce. This is also the situation in which the efficiency costs of pool

ing (and, hence the gains from its removal) are likely to be smallest. Thus the ratio N/G will fall 

rapidly as the situation is approached where efficiency effects rely purely on changes in output with 

no change in the type of grain produced by a given farmer. 

It is necessary to consider in detail which types of pooling are likely to fall into this category. 
In particular, it is necessary to consider pooling which is not directly related to the characteristics of 

grain delivered by fanners eg pooling across markets or across sale times. Begin with case where this 

is entirely unrelated to characteristics. Removal of pooling may be regarded simply as a source of 
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additionalnot~ .. Howevert if fanners can exert political pressure to affcct rout21g of gl'ain etc there 
may be$O!De potential.fortent-seeking. 

In most cases, the correlation between the characteristics of delivered grain and the point and 
timeof.f:'inal sale wnI be greater than zero. Nc\wtheless. if this c:ortelation is small and especially if it 
is mainly based on characteristics, .such as point of delivery, which have a low response elasticity 
.then the efficiency gains from eliminating pooling may be trivially small. 

Explanations 01 Pooling 

A range of explanations may be offered for the existence of pooling arrangements~ Eacb of 
these explanations involves different assumptions aOOut the relevant cost conditions and about the 
institutional framework in which pooling takes place. Hence, they imply different analyses of the 
effects of pooling and the range of alternative policies. 

To explain pooling, it is necessary, not only to point to the reasons why individuals or rums 
might want to practice ~ling but also to describe the market conditions which permit pooling to take 
place. In general, some degree of market power is necessary to permit (",ost pooling. This may take 
one of two forms. First the cost function for the relevant goods may meet the conditions required for 
the existence of a sustainable natural monopoly. If size economies outweigh the extrachargeimposcd 
on lower cost goods, it is possible that there may be a sustainable unifonn price vector 4 The alterna
tive form of market power is the existence of legal or contractual baniers to entty t such as occur fre .. 

quently in public utilities, including telecommunications and postal services. In some industries both 

size economies and barriers to entry may be observed. 
Given these complexities, it is unlikely that a single explanation will account for all observed 

cases of pooling, or even that any particular case will fit neatly into any of the categories presented 
below. Even granting this it does not seem that the explanations which have been advanced fit the 
Austr."..Jian case very well. For this reason, an alternative explanation. based on the concept of 
common property will be considmd. 

Redistribution 

The simplest explanation of pooling is that based on redistribution. On this interpretation. cost 
pooling is purely a means of redistributing income from low-cost customers to high-cost customer. 
This mayor may not involve lowr,r efficiency costs than effecting similar redistribution through the 
tax l!ystem, either by taxpayer fJnded subsidies of the high cost product or by direct income transfers. 
Thomson anj \Valsh (19Rl) compare the costs of cross-subsidy and taxpayer funded subsidy. 
Akerlof (197~) d.scusses the issues involved in targeting the group which should receive income 
transfers. 
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If this explanation is accepted, there is no need to assume that industry has any of the technical 
characteristics of natural monopoly. Tbeexistence of bigh-costand low-cost cnstonlCl'S and the 
desire for redistribution are sufficient to generate a demand foriCstrit:tions on competitive =try. 

The major problem with this explanation is the need to give an account of tbepoUtical process 
which generates the demand forredisttibution and tbeappea1 of this pat~cu1ar fonn of redistribution. 
For example, subsidies to rural telephone users may be explained. either as a form of tariff compensa
tion or by reference to the electoral weighting in favour of rural scats which F~vailed until teeently. 
However, this explanation is less satisfactory when pooling among groups of rural producers, as 
applies in the case of meat inspection or grain handling, is considered. uSers of high·cost facilities are 
not, in any obvious way, either more deserving or more politically influential than users of low-cost 

facilities.. 

Discriminating monopoly 

An alternative explanation is based on the standard analysis of a discriminating single-product 
monopolist. The firm can maximise profits by pricing each unit at the marginal willingness to pay of 
the consumer concerned. Perfect discrimination arises when each unit is priced in this way. A less 
complete form of discrimination is obtained when the total market can be divided into a number of 
separate sub-markets, each of which is charged the corresponding monopoly profit-maximising price. 
Sieper (1982) analyses home-price consumption schemes on this basis. 

Overt price discrimination is frequently impossible, but it can be introduced in a number of 
ways, one of the most important of which is 'bundling' .. Bundling in general has been analysed by 

Schmalensee (1982). A particularly interesting case may be set out as follows. The firm differentiates 
its product by customer, supplying each customer with a composite good consisting of a unit the 
original combined with a variable quantity of some second good, such as transport services. The 
higher the elasticicity of demand of the consumer concerned, the more of the second good they are 
given. Thus, for example a supennarket may offer free delivery on the assumption that consumers 
who live further away are more likely to shop elsewhere. This may be represented using the cost 
function presented in equation (4). 

In this model, no consumer is charged less than mar~.' f\l cost. Par this reason t a model of this 
kind is particularly consistent with an assumption that the industry satisfies the conditions of natural 
monopoly. The main additional requirement is the existence of groups of consumers who differ in 
the elasticity of their demand, and of a good which can be supplied in inverse proponion to the elas
ticity of demand. 

A simple estimate of the potential transfer associated with this type of discrimination may be 

obtained using the example of unifonnly spaced fanns presented in the previous section. Suppose that 
the two silos are 100 km apan as before and that there are no cost differences between them. Given a 
bundled service, the optimal price for both finns is equal to the marginal cost plus the cost of trans-
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port for SO km. Further, each site will find it profitable not to accept deliveries from outside a 50 Ian 

radius. This procedure involves potential efficiency losses if the provision of free delivery induces 
fmns to deliver to a receival point other than the least-cost one. There is also some potential for 
cartelisation through a fonnal or infonnal demarcation of territories~ This has occurred in the past in 

both regulated environments (for example, sugar) and unregulated markets (for example, newspaper 

delivery areas). 
This kind of analysis can be extended from profit maximising firms to the output-maximising 

bureaucracy model of Niskmen (1968). Unlike the standard budget-funded bureaucracy, the firm is 

required to sen its output and is subject to a break-even constraint. Assuming that the finn can 'Cap
tuIe some or all of the consumer surplus associated with infra-marginal customers, it can supply other 
consumers at prices below average costs, thereby expanding total output. As in the profit maximising 
case, a bundling procedwe is used to discriminate against consumers with a highly elastic demand. 

Neither variant of the discriminating monopoly explanation seems particularly appealing in tela. 
tion to coot pooling for rural services, because there is no obvious reason why the beneficiaries of 
pooling should have a more elastic demand. than those who ate discriminated against. 

Transactions casts 

Transactions costs ~resent something of a residual categmy in economics, so that almost any 
phenomena can be explained by invoking their existence. Although the concept of ttansactions costs 
is subject to almost indetinite extension, it is frequently use.ful to consider speciiic examples. In the 
present c..ue, it is apparent that pooling may occur in some cases because the cost to the producer of 
the good or service concerned is less than b'le administ1lltive cost of distinguishing high and low cost 
customers and charging accordingly. 

A simple example is given by the case of shops and restaurants which must pay penalty rates 
to tbeir staff on weekends. This means that is cbeaper to serve customers during the week than on 
weekends, a fact that is frequently reflected in the prices cbarged by restaurants, but hardly ever in 
those charged by grocery stores or supermarkets. This is presumably, at least in part, a reflection of 
the fact that changing the prices in a grocery store is a more difficult than adding a surcharge to a 
restaurant bill, thougb it is not immediately clear what prevents shopkeepers from posting a notice 
advising that an additional charge win be levied at weekends. A second aspect of the transactions 
costs associated with price differentiation applies when finns advertise their price lists. Any fonn of 

differentiation is likely to create costs here. 
Provided transactions costs are confined to the restrictive definition used bere, it does not seem 

likely that they will play a major role in the explanation of economically significant cost pooling 
arrangements. The major argument for prices against other systems of allocation is the relative ease 
with which prices can be adjusted, and this implies that tbe costs which will be borne in preference to 

a price adjustment must be relatively small. 
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Non-sustainable. natural tnOIWpoly 

The notion of non-sustainable natural monopoly provides a possible explanation of, and indeed 
justification for, pooling. Suppose tbat an industry is subject to conditions arnon-sustainable natural 
tllQnopolyand tbatmarginalcosts axe equal for all consumers. Then the optimalfonn of organization 
is one in which a single fmn supplies the entire market at a uniform price and competitive cntty is 
prohibited. Inthi$ situation, there always appears to be cross-subsidisation in that some market can 
be supplied .mote cheaply by an outside entrant. 

A case of particular relevance to the question of pooling may be constructed as follows. 
Suppose that the goods in question can t) produced at a central location under a cost function dis
playing increasing returns to scale, and that there is a set of n equidistant delivery points. Thus, the 
cost function is symmetric, and takes the fonn (4) with allki equal. Suppose further tba.t tb~ is an 
altemanvetechno}ogy depending on a specific resource, and, therefore. subject to decreasing~tums 
to scale at the industry level. This technology could produce an amount sufficient to serve the needs 
of any single delivery point at a cost below the average industry cost, but above the marginal cost. 
The cost function for the two technologies is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Jnthis situation, the total demand can be served at least cost by the centtalised technology, and 
given similar demand elasticities at each point, the optimal prio.. AtructuIe is a wliform charge at each 
point. Assuming that the firm is required to cover costs, this charge win be equIlI to :u;1}!ustry average 
cost However, this natural monopoly solution is not sustainable in the ab~nce of restrictions on 
entry, since the alternative technology would be profitable at this price. HI~ncel cost minimisation 
requires a poolints solution with restrictions on entry" 

The case of non .. sustainable natural monopoly is interesting because it provides an efficiency 
argument in favour of pooling, and also because it appears that many of the advocates of pooling have 
something like this case in mind. However, it must be noted that only a limited degree of pooling can 
be e~plained in this way. In particular, this cannot explain any case in which consumers are charged 
prices below marginal cost. 

Common property analysiS 

An alternative approach, which has not been considered previously, involves a 'common prop
erty' analysis. The common property framework is presented in Quiggin (1983) and bas been applied 
to a range of problems including dryIand and irriganon .. related salinity. The approach represents a 
fusion of the asset-utilisation approach to externality problems (Mohring and Boyd 1971) with the 
recent re-appraisal of historical and existing common property systems in 8{:oculture (Dahlman 
1980). A particularly impottant feature of thiJ re-appraisal is the recognition that common property is 
in fact property with its own rights of use and exclusion, and that the usage, frequently encountered 
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ineconomlc Utetature, by whicb ·commonprope11ytis equivalent to 'no pn>pert)''.i$ a contradiction 
m.tenns.. 

Tbcccntral idea is that problems CODUDQnly classed 4$. 'extenJaliucst $houIdbe modelled in 
'tertr!SQf thea<;tiOO$ of joint owners ofan asseLThciS$ues cl size. ~nomies and natural monopoly 
tnay be titted into tbisfmmework, mnce.tbeexistence of size ec9J1Ornies imp~ that consutnersgen .. 
erate(poSitive and rtCiprocal) tmtemalities as their numbers merease. 

Such anex.temalityc~ofcourse.beintemaliscdbya$ingle private owner" that is, a monopo. 
list. But, unlessttansactions costs are absentothe owner', profit-tllUimis!ng pricing structure will 
not be such as to maximise the value of the asset to users. (lntheprescnt C8$e. thisi$ just the stan ... 
dardresult concerning monopoly pricing). Hence, there are potential efficlencygains (onsetS if a 
decision pt'OCedute yielding a closer approach to the nwdmumcan befoutkL 

One possible approach is based on conunonownershipby the grQUp of users. This maybe 

expressed in formal terms, as is the case with the cGmmOnproperty component of a system of strata 
titles in property. Alternatively, the concept of·common property can be used as the basis for analysis 
of problems where iTOups of people have some effective control over an asse~. but this contrOl has 
not been crystallised into 1he fotm ofproperty tights. 'The requirements for this analytic approacb are 

(i) specification of the asset 
(i) specification of the group of common owners 
(ii) specification of at decision procedure for management of the asset 

In the common property analysis of pooling, it is assumed that the industry has technical char
acteristics of natural monopoly. If t~e industry were made up of a number of firms, they would gen

erate positive and reciprocal externalities and individual optimisation would not yield a global opti
mum. Hence. for the purposes of the analysis, the indusllY as a whole may be regarded as an asseL 

The next assumption is that consumers have more or less effective ownCl'Ship rights over the 
finn which provides the service. Consumers' rights may be expressed in a formal co-operative 
structure, but similar control may be exercised over a publicly owned organisation. If such an 
organisatic-n is self-financing. the main e ,!Cmat pressure is likely to come from consumers of its ser
vices. Similar considerations may apply in the case of a regulated private utility, subject to a profit 
constraint. This assumption is particula tly appropriate in the case of the rural s:ctor since many rele· 
vant servicr.s are provided either by Cf J-Operatives or by statutory authorities with substantial farmer 
representation on the board. 

It is useful to compare this roo tel with the control by employees or managers implicit in the 
Niskanen model discussed previousl f. In any large organisation. and particularly one with diffuse 

ownen,hip. a principal-agent probJetll will arise. The Niskanen model may be regarded as one in 
which the interests of the principal have been completely eliminated. This is an extreme casco In 
general, there is no logical difficulty in combining a common property analysis of the kind employed 
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hert Yliththe reco,smtion that J)laIlagers and employees of dte relevant enteJPrlsc may have consider ... 
;d>le· SC()j)C. topursuo tbelt own interestS. From tbepoint of view of the ownet'$ (tndividual or eDUce
tivc)tbeprincipal ... agentproblem is simply -4 constraint on the nw~~~.~in which their asset -may be 
managed. 

Con~tiYeovmership by consumeJSwillaltertbc fum's objective function. Inp1U'ticular it-will 
not.~ profits orn:tumsto eroployecs as in '~. modelsconsidCfCd previously_ Its actions will 
depend on the decision procedure through which COIlSUIllerJ (with divergent interests) detennine 
policy. Aparticutarly important C8.$C is that of a ·conscrvativ~' d~'X:ision .rule where unanimous or 
near .. unanimousa~nt isnquired for policy cbangcs, with disagreement resulting in maintenance 
of the statuS quo. 

If costs are pooled through a uniform pricing rule, this decision procedure implies tbattbe imn 
will be technically efficient since there will be unanimous agreement forthc adoption oftheco.st
minimising production technique. However. the vector of goods supplied will not satisfy aUocative 
efficiency conditions. 

Consider. for example. the case of a telecommunications authority deciding where to make a set 

of lumpy investments. such as the installation of a fibre-optic cable, which would greatly increase the 
capacity for calls between the points where it was installed. Under a Ramsey pricing rule, than the 
decision to install the cable between particular points would benefit farmers subscribers at those 
points, since the marginal cost of making a cau would decline. Conversely, since the decline in aver .. 
age costs would probably be smaller than the decline in marginal costs, the system overhead charge 
paid by all other subscribers would increase. 

This would offend common .. sense notions of equity since those who had to put up with worse 
service in tenns of the availability ofImes would have to pay exb'a to finance improvements in service 
for others. Hencet such a decision would be likely to be vetoed by the losers. In practice, this might 
Iesult in a policy of spreading investment funds around on an ·equitable' but technically inefficient 
basis. 

By contrast, under pooling, charges are determined by average costs. Obviously subscribers 
would still prefer that investments be directed so as to improve their own service. However. when 
faced with the choice of approving or rejecting an investment which would lower average costs for 
the system as a whole, they would gain by approval. Moreover, for decisions which did not affect 
their own sen . "'e, everyone would favour the investment being directed wherever it would secure the 
greatest possible red~tion in system costs. 

Alternatives to Pooling 

The alternatives to pooling will depend to a significant extent on the reason for the existence of 
pooling. Thus, each of the explanations of pooling presented above implies a different set of alterna-
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'DVes. lnthissectiOn, ,attcndonwiUbe confined to the cases of redistributive pooling and pooling as .• 
~.p;1'Qpeny ~gement. 

There are two map $lternatives torcdistributivepooling. The first is tbelkJQptitm of compcti~ 
dve pricing without alternativ~ distributional tUeaSutes. Asno~ above, on the ~tribution snaly· 
sis, there il no .pa'\ticular~n to supposcthatcost-COnditions are such a..-tto make the concept of 
competitive pricing ptoblemadc. Simply telI)OVing lite· entty.restrictions which permit CfOS5't$ubsidis
atipnsbouldbe sufficient to achieve this outcome. 

Although the teS111ting equilibrium is not Pareto comparable with that prevailing underpooUng, 
itis preferable if temciency· is adopted as the normative criumon for comparing different outcoQlCS. 
However, since any redistributive poUcy will involve some efficiency costs, this conclusion is not 
tetnarkably helpful. A second approach to tbe assessment of this type ot'poUey chango involv¢s • 
tmd~ffbctweenSDmenotion of ·equity-and the efticiency costs or benefitsassoclated With a given 
policy change .. 

The second alternative to Tedistributive pooling is the adoption of competitive pricing in con .. 
junction with a . ~ative distributional measures. In the ideal case, where a lump-summctbod of re .. 
distribution eXISts this win provide a Pareto-improvernenL The ~istribution method need not be 
perfectly lump-sum to yield this possibility. What is required is that lhesame group of beneficiaries 
should be targeted and that the efficiency losses per dollar transfem:d should be lower than under 
cross-subsidisation .. 

If the common property analysis of pooling is accepted in a given instance, the industry con
cerned is a natural monopoly. Thus, the set of alternatives are essentially those which have been 
employed for dealing with natural monopoly in the past. These are private monopoly, regulated 
monopoly and public ownership •. Since the COrlmlOn propeny analysis implies some form of public 
ownership~ this last case should be differentiated. Ditcct forms of public ownership. in which the 
objectives of the ftml are determined by interaction between representatives of affected patties 
(consumers. workers, taxpayers ere.) may be analysed using the common property approach 
described above. The major alternative is rational-bureaucratic forms of public ownership, where 
managers are expected to follow some rule such as 'maximise subject welfare subject to the constraint 
that revenues cover costs'. 

The private monopc.~y case is treated fairly exhaustively in standard microeconomic texts. 
Normally, a private monopoly will involve both substantial transfers from consumers to the monopo
list and efficiency losses associated with the setting of prices in excess of both marginal and average 
costs. Two imponant exceptions have been analysed. The fU'St is the case of the perfectly discrim
inating monopolist, wbere the transfer amounts to the whole consumer surplus associated with the 
product, but there is no efficiency loss. This solution will, in most cases, be unacceptable on equity 
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grounds. AttemptS to resolve equity objectionstbrougb tedistributive taXation wlliinvolve the ~ .. 
introd\lction of efficiency COSts 

The secondma~Qr exception is the case of contestable monopoly analysed by Baumol, Pan2'M 
and Willig (1982). They show that provided entty to the industry is free and exit iscostless, there is 
no sustainable price vectOr yielding super-normal profits, since such profits would atttact competitive 
entry.. Unfonunately the conditions for contestabillty are very stringent. In addition. Perry (1983) 
sbows that by setting multiple prices a monopolist subject to competitive entry can always cam super
nonnal profits. The standard requirements to impose price discrimination do not apply in this case. 
In particular, the monopolist does nat need toresttict resale, as does a normal discriminating monop
olist. 

The case ofregu!ated monopoly has also been analysed extensively, although the theory is not 
as unified as in the case of profit·maximising monopoly. Averch and Johnson (1962) and others 
have argued thatrate-of-retum regulation is likely to distort th,~ input mix, while a number of writers 
have suggested that fonns of cost padding are likely to emerge ~n this situation. 

A bureaucratic-rational approach could yield gains in ef:ficiency by over-riding the veto power 
of losers, since the vector ·of services supplied could then be brought into line with nllocative effi
ciency conditions. However, it should be noted that these efficiency costs may ~ small if demand is 
inelastic. Criticisms similar to those applied to the regulated monopoly case have been applied to the 
bureaucratic-rational model, drawing on reJatively recent developments in principal .. agent theory to 
rerUle dIe much older view that independent bureaucracies are likely to be captured either by their own 
employees or by the groups whose activities they are intended to regulate. 

Concluding Comments 

The phenomenon of cost pooling is closely associated with violations of the convexity assump
tions (constant or decreasing returns to scale) on which standard micro-economic theory is based. In 
assessing the costs of pooling, the reasons why it takes place and the viability of potential alterna
tives. ~be theory of competitive markets provides useful insights, but its standard prescriptions, such 
as marginal cost pricing must be treated with care. The treatment of pooling as a simple cross-sub
sidy may be appropriate in some cases but should not be employed uncritically. 

Recent developments in economic theory, including the work of Baumol and others on natural 
monopoly and related issues and the development of more general notions of property rights, such as 
those employed here offer the potential of a much richer understanding of cost pooling, as well as 
more general issues of pricing in non-competitive markets. 

In dealing with problems of this kind. policy-makers must steer a course between the Scylla of 
dogmatic misapplication of textbook micro theory and the Charybdis of second-best agnosticism. 
This is only possible if a careful consideration of the theoretical possibilities. such as those outlined in 
this paper~ is combined with detailed empirical analysis of the problem at hand. 
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